Logistics Information Systems
Connecting the Army. Working for Soldiers.

WHAT IS LIS?
Chartered Acquisition Manager for Legacy Tactical Logistics Information Systems
Provides Defense Business Systems Capability Support for:
• Standard Army Ammunition System (SAAS)
• Property Book Unit Supply Enhanced (PBUSE)
Provides programmatic oversight of the Ammunition Other Transaction Authority (OTA) project (effective Oct. 1, 2020).

WHAT DOES LIS DO?
• Ensures the operational viability and cybersecurity readiness of assigned systems
• Maintains system interfaces with system trading partners
• Provides help desk services to system users worldwide
• Prepares assigned systems for effective and efficient migration to objective enterprise capabilities

WHO WE ARE
• Program management, technical, and functional professionals
• Subordinate member of the Army Data and Analytics Platforms portfolio

MISSION
Responsible for acquisition program management and lifecycle sustainment within cost, schedule and performance for assigned Logistics Information Systems IAW DoDI 5000.75 & associated policies.

FAST FACTS
SAAS is actively employed at 130 sites worldwide. In FY20, SAAS executed 790,990 transactions valued at $18.1 billion.
PBUSE ensures USASOC/SOCOM's ability to meet their statutory property accountability responsibilities until a classified enterprise capability is deployed.
In addition to managing its organic IAVA patching requirements, LIS provides IAVM services to three other program offices within PEO EIS.
TOP GOALS & PRIORITIES

Why we do what we do, every day

• Ensure SAAS server availability to support receive, store, maintain, distribute, issue and accountability responsibilities of ammunition managers in theater and below tactical units as well as installation ammunition storage sites world-wide.

• Meet SAAS’s quarterly capability support performance standards as established by the milestone decision authority.

• Ensure accurate PBUSE application functionality to support special operations commands’ statutory responsibilities for the accountability of their classified property until an objective enterprise capability is deployed for classified operations.

• Manage the ammunition OTA’s phase 2 and 3 activities to support Army stakeholders’ objective to integrate ammunition management into an end-to-end enterprise business system capability and retire SAAS by Sept. 30, 2027.

• Configure new PBUSE server hardware in support of USASOC’s production hardware lifecycle replacement by March 31, 2021.

BY THE NUMBERS

78  
Current number of government civilians and contractors performing capability support and cyber readiness services in support of the LIS portfolio

400  
Tactical and installation SAAS capability authorizations worldwide

642  
IAVAs processed in FY20 in support of SAAS, PBUSE, and other PEO EIS managed systems (i.e., GCSS-Army, TC-AIMS, ACN and FMTP)

1689  
Risk Management Framework (RMF) Controls and Procedures processed in FY20

2367  
SAAS user help desk tickets processed in FY20
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